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I know I need to be on a higher dose for it to have an impact on the depression and hopefully will get there slowly. I
have been on 25mg of amitriptyline endep for 7 years now. Use of the forums is subject to our Terms of Use and Privacy
Policy and steps will be taken to remove posts identified as being in breach of those terms. Because of the potential side
effect of suicidal thoughts, be sure that you are monitored closely when you first start taking amitriptyline. Home Page If
difficulties persist, please contact the System Administrator of this site and report the error below.. Some may continue
as long as you take the medication, while others will quickly subside. Appropriate therapy has been shown to be the
most effective treatment. I'm taking it for chronic pain. As with all medications, it should be taken exactly as prescribed.
Same with muscle spasims.May 29, - Amitriptyline (Antidepressant Tricyclic). Soloff PH, George A, Nathan RS, Schulz
PM, Perel JM. Psychopharmacol Bull Behavioral dyscontrol in borderline patients treated with amitriptyline.
Amitriptyline was associated with a paradoxical behavioral toxicity in patients with BPD, increasing suicidal.
Paradoxical effects of amitriptyline on borderline patients. Published A paradoxical increase in suicide threats, paranoid
ideation, and demanding and assaultive behavior occurred among 15 borderline inpatients receiving amitriptyline in a
double-blind study. Borderline Personality Disorder: Ontogeny of a Diagnosis. MEDICATIONS IN THE
TREATMENT OF BORDERLINE PERSONALITY DISORDER: THE APPROPRIATE USE. Failure to respond to
treatment by patients with borderline disorder can often be traced to three major problems: 1) inadequate medication
management; 2) the use of an ineffective psychotherapeutic approach;. Mar 16, - While psychotherapy is considered the
central aspect of treatment for borderline personality disorder (BPD), many people are prescribed antidepressants for
BPD. No medication is FDA approved to treat BPD, but many have proven to be effective in reducing some of the
symptoms of BPD. Antidepressants. Psychopharmacol Bull - Behavioral dyscontrol in borderline patients treated with
amitriptyline. Amitriptyline was associated with a paradoxical behavioral toxicity in patients with BPD, increasing
suicidal ideation, paranoid thinking, and assaultiveness significantly more than among placebo nonresponders. Mar 14, Amitriptyline / Borderline Personality Disorder General ADD Talk. Paradoxical effects of amitriptyline on borderline
patients. Am J Psychiatry. ;(12) 9. Cowdry RW, Gardner DL. Pharmacotherapy of borderline personality disorder.
Alprazolam carbamazepine, trifluoperazine, and tranylcypromine. Arch Gen Psychiatry. ;45(2) Markovitz PJ, Calabrese
JR. Is Amitriptyline helpful for Borderline Personality Disorder? can Amitriptyline cause Borderline Personality
Disorder? Amitriptyline is mentioned in 31 posts about Borderline Personality Disorder. Double-blind,
placebo-controlled trials of tricyclic antidepressants in borderline personality disorder have used amitriptyline,
imipramine, and desipramine in both inpatient and outpatient settings. Mianserin, a tetracyclic antidepressant not
available in the United States, has been used in an outpatient setting. Most of these. Nov 19, - TCAs have also been used
in borderline patients for depressed mood, irritability, and mood lability. Amitriptyline, imipramine, and desipramine
have been studied in double-blind, placebo-controlled trials in patients with BPD.2 In a double-blind, placebo-controlled
trial of amitriptyline and haloperidol.
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